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ABSTRACT

This thesis research proposes a novel intelligent face relighting framework to help
amateur photographers take high-quality portraits. Face relighting is a challenging problem when
there is only a single image of the face available. To solve this problem, we often assume that
human faces obey Lambert’s law. Recovering the shape, reflectance and illuminance of a face is
essential to relight the face. The proposed framework can decompose a single face image into a
normal map (shape), an albedo map (reflectance), and lighting coefficients (illuminance). This
framework incorporates the state-of-the-art face landmark detection algorithm, the 3D morphable
face model fitting framework, and the spherical-harmonics-base face albedo estimation
algorithm to relight a face from a single image. Our proposed framework first detects the face
landmarks in a portrait. Then, it fits a 3D morphable face model to the face with detected
landmark positions. Next, the framework calculates the vertex normal vectors of the
reconstructed 3D model and renders the normal map. In order to obtain the albedo map and
illumination coefficients, it solves a linear equation system iteratively. Finally, with normal map
and albedo map, the framework allows the user to apply different portrait lighting styles to the
input image by changing the illumination coefficients, which are learned from artistic portrait
photos. When the input face is under a general smooth lighting, the experiment results are
realistic and reliable under the subjective evaluation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Taking a high-quality portrait image is of great interest to amateur photographers and
ordinary people, who mainly take photos on smartphones. Allowing them to manipulate the
illumination of portraits after shooting can help them improve portrait photos taken under
varying lighting conditions. In the computer vision and graphics community, relighting face
images is an important but challenging problem. Among previous works, learning the texture and
geometry of a face from a single image is the most essential and difficult part. One approach to
this problem is decomposing a real-world face into its intrinsic components, including albedo
and surface normal, by training an end-to-end generative adversarial network [3]. However,
their network can only output low-resolution images (128x128), which cannot meet the need for
high-quality portrait images. In addition, it is hard to port this GPU-based deep learning
algorithm to smartphones or other platforms due to their limited computing power. Another
approach is fitting a 3D morphable face model to a face image and estimating the intrinsic
components [1]. Our framework is mainly inspired by this approach, but the original method
mainly focuses on relighting gray-scale faces to improve the accuracy of face recognition
algorithms regardless of the authenticity of relit faces. Therefore, I optimize this approach to
obtain high-quality relighted RGB faces.
In this thesis research, I develop our framework based on the state-of-the-art face
landmark detection algorithm [11] and the latest lightweight 3D morphable face model fitting
library [8]. This framework supports the state-of-the-art 3D morphable face model, Surrey Face
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Model (SFM), and does face pose, shape and expression fitting. Furthermore, our framework can
be easily ported to any other platforms such as Android and IOS because this framework is
written as C++ header files. With the reconstructed 3D face model, the framework calculates and
renders the normal map as shown in Figure 1(c). For the albedo estimation, I propose a new
algorithm by combining a spherical-harmonics-based algorithm [9] with the one using the
median filter [10]. This new algorithm can reduce albedo errors but also keep face texture as
shown in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1. Original Image (a), Albedo (b) and Surface Normal Map (c)

As for the relighting part, Barsi and Jacobs [5] have proved that the reflectance function
of a convex Lambertian object can be accurately estimated by a low-dimensional linear subspace
with a spherical-harmonics representation. It has been used in recent face relighting methods [1],
[2], [3]. However, these methods mainly focus on transferring the illumination condition from a
reference image to a target image. As a result, these methods require the user to find a reference
image before relighting a target image. Nevertheless, it is difficult for ordinary people to find the
reference images of different lighting styles without learning professional photography. To the
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best of my knowledge, no work has been down on learning spherical illumination coefficients for
different portrait lighting styles. Thus, our framework estimates the illumination coefficients of
portrait photos with different lighting styles and embed these coefficients in it.
I will start with a brief discussion about background information of spherical harmonics
representation and 3D morphable face model Fitting in Chapter 2. Then, I will focus on the
implementation details of face albedo estimation in Chapter 3 and the face relighting algorithm
in Chapter 4. I conclude my thesis in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background Information
In this chapter, I will briefly introduce the Lambertian reflection model and describe the
details of approximating the illumination coefficients by using Spherical Harmonics
Representation. Then, I will focus on the background information of the 3D morphable face
model and the model fitting library developed by Huber et al. [8].
2.1 Lambertian Reflection Model

Lambertian reflection model is a widely used illumination model for calculating the
brightness value of diffuse reflection surfaces. If we assume there is only one light source, and
photons are evenly distributed to its surroundings, the surface will have the diffuse reflection
when those photons reach and are reflected from a rough surface. It is also called Lambertian
Reflection, and the surface is called the Lambertian surface. Spherical Harmonics Representation
is based on the Lambertian reflection. Most of the previous works in face relighting also assume
a human face is a Lambertian surface.

Figure 2. Irradiance Calculation [17]
When we calculate the brightness, or radiation exitance E(θ, φ), of an infinitesimal
surface receiving radiance L(θ, φ) as shown in Figure 2, we use the following equation [17]:
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E(θ, φ) = 𝐿(𝜃, 𝜑)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑ω
where 𝜃 is the angle between the normal vector of the surface and the incident ray, φ is the
rotation angle of incident ray and 𝑑ω is the area of the light source patch.

Figure 3. Lambertian Reflection Property [17]
For a Lambertian surface, the surface appears equally bright from all directions. As
shown in Figure 3, although the light coming out of the small patch is not the same in all
directions, the irradiance is the same in all directions by the following equation [17]:
𝐼𝑑ΩdA
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)𝑑ΩdA
=
𝐼𝑑Ω0 𝑑𝐴0 𝑑Ω0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)𝑑𝐴0
where 𝐼 is the energy of the lighting coming out, 𝜃 is the angle between the normal vector of the
surface and the incident ray, dΩ0 is the area of the light source patch and 𝑑𝐴0 is the area of the
small reflection surface.
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2.2 Spherical Harmonics Representation

Spherical harmonics are a set of orthogonal functions that can be used to represent the
functions defined on the surface of a sphere. It is the sphere analog of the Fourier bases in the 2dimensional space [1].
In the spherical harmonics representation, assuming the object surface is a Lambertian
surface, according to Basri and Jacobs [5], the irradiance E of this surface will be:
E (n𝑖 ) = ∫ 𝐿(𝜃, 𝜑)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑑Ω
Ω

where ni is the normal vector (nx, ny, nz) of a point on the sphere surface, L is radiance, and Ω is
the integral interval, the episphere.
Basri and Jacobs [5] have also demonstrated that illumination conditions of a convex
Lambertian object, which is under a variety of distant isotropic lights, can be accurately
estimated by the first nine spherical harmonic bases (the first and second order spherical
harmonics). Therefore, the above equation is rewritten by Basri and Jacobs as:
2

𝑙

E (n𝑖 ) = ∑ ∑ 𝛼𝑙𝑚 𝐵𝑙𝑚 (𝑖)
𝑙=0 𝑚=−𝑙

where 𝛼𝑙𝑚 represents the illumination coefficient, and 𝐵𝑙𝑚 (𝑖) represents the spherical harmonics
bases of pixel 𝑖 from a face image.
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The first nine spherical harmonic bases are described below from [1]:

where nx, ny, nz represents the x, y and z components of the surface normal vector.
According to Wang et al. [1], assuming under the general illumination conditions, the
spherical harmonics can approximately represent any face images as a linear combination of
these nine spherical harmonic bases:
𝐼 = 𝜌𝐵 𝑇 ∙ 𝛼
where 𝐼 is the image intensity value vector of the size p, the number of pixels, 𝜌 is the albedo
vector of the size p, B is a (9 x p) spherical harmonic bases matrix and 𝛼 represents the 9dimensional illumination coefficients vector. I will focus on a proposed algorithm solving this
linear equation system to obtain the albedo and the lighting coefficients in Chapter 3.
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2.3 3D Morphable Face Models

In general, reconstructing 3D face model from a single image is a challenging problem
due to the lack of geometry information of the face. To solve this problem, Blanz et al. proposed
the first 3D morphable face model [12]. To obtain a reliable and representative model, they make
a number of 3D face scans from different age and racial groups. These 3D scan data are brought
in correspondence by using a registration algorithm, which aligns the corresponding points of
scanned faces such as mouth corners and other face landmarks. After establishing the morphable
model, a 3D-to-2D model fitting algorithm is needed. However, the most of fitting algorithms
are very complex and slow, and the current high-resolution face models are not practical in realworld applications. Thus, Huber et al. proposed their lightweight multi-resolution Surrey Face
Model and a header-only model fitting library [8]. Our framework is built upon the lowresolution Surrey Face Model and this library to efficiently relight a face in less than ten seconds.
2.4 PCA Model and New Face Generation

The Surrey Face Model is built on 3D face meshes that are registered to a reference mesh
in dense correspondence [8]. There are m faces in the Surrey Face Model. These m faces are a
spanning set of a linear subspace. This subspace can be represented as a matrix S = (𝑠1 , … , 𝑠𝑚 ) ∈
ℝ3𝑛×𝑚 , where si contains the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z components) of vertices on a face
mesh and n is the number of vertices on the mesh. Huber et al. [8] do a principal component
analysis on the 3D face scan data. The Surrey Face Model contains two PCA models: one for the
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shape and one for the texture information. The two models are similar. The shape of any novel
faces can be generated by [8]:
𝑀

s𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑠̅ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝑣𝑖
𝑖

where 𝑠̅ is the mean of all 3D face samples in the face model, M is the number of principal
components, 𝛼𝑖 is the instance coordinate of a 3D face sample in the PCA space, and 𝜎𝑖 is the
standard deviation of a principal component. Some sample 3D faces generated from the model
are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The Mean Face and Shape Variation of The Surrey Face Model [8]
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2.5 Lightweight 3D Morphable Face Model Fitting Library

Huber et al. also provide a lightweight 3D face morphable model fitting library written in
C++ head files without any other dependency [8]. If we want to build an application, we only
need to link the program to OpenCV core library to process input and output images. The library
also uses a low-resolution Surrey Face Model, which is more practical and efficient for
developing an application.
The library defines a “MorphableModel” class, which contains two “PCAModel”
subclass instances for shape and color models respectively. The PCA model class consists of a
mean, the PCA basis vectors and eigenvalues. Given the standard 68 face landmark positions,
this library can linearly approximate the pose, shape [13], expression and fit the face model to
edges [14] accordingly. A sample 3D-to-2D fitting result and a 3D reconstruction result are
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Input Image (a), 3D Mesh Fit (b), and Reconstructed 3D Face (c)
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Chapter 3
Face Normal and Albedo Map Estimation
In this chapter, I will focus on my two main contributions, face normal and albedo map
estimation algorithms, to the lightweight 3D morphable face model fitting library.
3.1 Face Normal Map Estimation and Render

Beyond only fitting the 3D morphable face model to a 2D image, I improve the
aforementioned fitting library by adding algorithms that calculate the normal vector of each
vertex on the mesh and render the normal map smoothly. Before calculating the normal vector of
each vertex, the normal vectors of mesh surfaces are required. The cross product of two vectors
on a triangle mesh surface is the normal vector of a surface. Divided the result vector by the
length of it, I will get the unit normal vector of a surface:
𝑛=

⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
AB × ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
AC
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ × ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
‖AB
AC‖

where 𝑛 is the normal vector of the surface, A, B and C are the three vertices of the triangle, ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
AB is
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is the vector pointing from vertex A to
the vector pointing from vertex A to vertex B, and AC
vertex C.
Taking into account that some faces share the same vertex, the algorithm iterates through
all triangle surfaces on the mesh, calculates the normal vector of each triangle, adds the surface
normal vector to the normal vector of each vertex of the triangle (initialized as zero vector)
accumulatively and normalizes the result vector:
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𝑚

𝑣 = normalize(∑ 𝑛𝑖 )
𝑖=1

where 𝑣 is the normal vector of the vertex, 𝑚 is the number of triangle surfaces sharing the
vertex, and 𝑛𝑖 is the surface normal vector.
After obtaining the surface normal vector of each vertex, our framework will render the
normal map in affine camera model, which projects the 3D model vertices to image pixels. The
RGB values are x component, y component and z component of the vertex normal respectively.
An example normal map of the face is shown in Figure 1(c).
3.2 Face Albedo Map Estimation

Previous work [1] estimates the texture information of the face by fitting the trained PCA
face texture model to the face. However, unlike the shape of the face, it is difficult to build a
realistic PCA face texture model because different people have distinct face textures. Thus, the
face textures calculated from PCA model cannot be used in the portrait face relighting
framework. Some unrealistic relighting results using PCA face texture model are shown in
Figure 6 [1].

Figure 6. Face Relighting Experiment Results From [1]. Input (a) and Relight
Results
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Under the Lambertian object assumption, the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) of a human face is constant, called albedo. Albedo is the surface reflectance,
which can represent the realistic face texture information. Recent researchers have worked on
robust face albedo estimation algorithm. Xuan Zou et al. formulates the albedo estimation
problem as a linear programming by using the spherical harmonics [9]. Sungho Suh et al.
proposed another similar estimation method by applying a median filter to the face image and
using dynamic parameters when solving the linear problem [10]. However, the result of spherical
harmonics method [9] cannot compensate the estimation errors, and the median-filter algorithm
[10] requires the ground truth depth information, which cannot be obtained from a single image.
In this thesis research, I propose a new robust albedo estimation algorithm combining the main
contributions from the above two algorithms:
Algorithm 1. The outline of the proposed albedo estimation algorithm based on [9] [10]:
1. Set the average intensity of the face area on the image as the initial albedo map 𝜌0 [9]
2. Estimate the initial illumination coefficient vector L0 by solving the following least
square estimation [9]:
‖𝐼 − 𝜌0 𝐵L0 ‖2
arg min
0
L

where 𝐼 is the intensity value matrix of the face, 𝐵 is the spherical harmonic bases
matrix of the size (𝑝 × 9) for one of three channels of the RGB image (see details of
how to calculate it in Chapter 2), and 𝑝 is the number of pixels on the face.
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𝐼
𝑚 at the 𝑚th iteration by calculating 𝜌
𝑚 =
̂
3. Solve the albedo map 𝜌̂
. Solve the
𝐵L𝑚−1

current albedo map 𝜌𝑚 by using a parameterized combination of the previous
𝑚 [10]:
estimation 𝜌𝑚−1 and the current approximation 𝜌̂

𝑚 + (1 − 𝛼) 𝜌𝑚−1
𝜌𝑚 = 𝛼 𝜌̂

where 𝛼 is a parameter following the constraints below [10] :
Albedos are range from 0 to 1 and have a scale ambiguity, so Suh, Sungho, et al. [10]
assume the albedo is near 0.5. Thus, we set a parameter 𝑒 to 0.75. If the albedo value
is larger than 0.75, we compensate albedo estimation errors by setting a smaller 𝛼
coefficient:
1,
𝑚
𝛼={
𝜌𝑖 − 𝑒
1−
,
1−𝑒

if 𝜌𝑖𝑚 < e
if 𝜌𝑖𝑚 ≥ e

4. Solve the least square estimation above with the albedo map 𝜌𝑚 to obtain the new
illumination coefficient vector L𝑚 :
‖𝐼 − 𝜌𝑚 𝐵L𝑚 ‖2
arg min
𝑚
L

Repeat steps 3-4 for at least two times. The termination criterion may be satisfying. Our
proposed algorithm does not require image depth information that is needed by [10]. An example
albedo estimation is shown in Figure 1(b).
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Chapter 4
Learning Illumination Coefficients and Face Relighting
In this chapter, I will first discuss the process of learning illumination coefficients and
present some images of my face relit with different lighting styles.
4.1 Learning Illumination Coefficients from Artistic Portrait Photos and Relighting

I collect a series of artistic portrait photos with different lighting styles and learn their
illumination coefficients. The artistic portrait photos are shown in Figure 7:

Figure 7. Artistic Portrait Photos for Learning Illumination Coefficients. [15], [18]
Based on our proposed albedo algorithm in section 3.2, I can estimate the illumination
coefficients from a single image. The estimated illumination coefficients will be a matrix of size
(3 x 9), and each row corresponds to one of the RGB channels. The estimated illumination
coefficients of the “Under Light” portrait photo (Figure 7(c)) is shown in Table 1.

R
G
B

1
2
3
-0.85282 1.49631
1.3213
-0.63636 1.27988 0.89171
0.2892 0.537756 0.658405

4
-1.65496
-1.28572
-0.34559

5
6
7
-2.78762 -0.16684 0.894721
-2.49575 0.192114 0.714314
-1.34802 0.140037 0.580759

8
9
1.87503 1.66253
1.8723
1.4596
1.04124 0.445016

Table 1. Illumination Coefficients of the “Under Light” Portrait Photo (Figure 7(c)).
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To relight the input face with the illumination coefficients of artistic portrait photos, L,
the framework solves the following the equation:
𝐼 = 𝜌𝑒 𝐵L
where 𝐼 is the intensity values of the relit face, 𝜌𝑒 is the estimated albedo using our proposed
algorithm, and B is the spherical harmonics bases matrix of the input face. Some example results
are shown in the next section.

4.2 Experiment Results

I did experiments on an image of my own face with different lighting styles, and the
results are shown below:

Figure 8. Relit Images of My Face with Different Lighting Styles
The ground truth of a relit face is difficult to be obtained, so we subjectively evaluate our
experiment results in this thesis. As shown in Figure 8, relit faces are photo-realistic under a
subjective evaluation.
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I also tested the framework on images from the Photoface database [19], which contains
faces with cast shadow under the harsh light. However, our framework fails to generate realistic
relit faces when the input face with cast shadow. As shown in Figure 8, there are some artifacts
around the nose and the boundary of the face, but the overall relighting effect is acceptable.:

Figure 9. Relit Images of a Face from the Photoface Database [19].
To remove these artifacts, we might further improve our albedo estimation algorithm in
the future.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, I propose a face relighting framework for portrait photos by recovering the
normal map, albedo map and illumination coefficients of a human face from a single image. The
proposed method includes four parts. In the first part, I reconstruct 3D face by using the
lightweight 3D morphable face model library [8], which can do a fast pose, shape, and
expression 3D-to-2D face fitting. Secondly, in order to obtain spherical harmonics representation
of faces, I add a new face normal map calculation and render algorithm to this framework. After
representing the face in spherical harmonics, I estimate the albedo map and illumination
coefficients of the face by using the proposed albedo estimation algorithm in section 3.2. By
using this algorithm, the illumination coefficients from artistic portrait photos are obtained.
Finally, by applying the learned coefficients to an input face, I relight the face with the
corresponding portrait lighting style. I also demonstrated the performance of my framework by
doing experiments on images of my face and the faces from the Photoface database [19] with
different lighting styles. In the future, I plan to develop an Android application by using this
relighting framework so that the user can relight faces immediately after taking a photo.
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Appendix A
Source Code
A.1 Face Normal Map and Albedo Estimation Function:
inline std::pair<core::Image4u, core::Image4u> render_normal_affine(const core::Mesh&
mesh, eos::core::Image3u& Intensity, Eigen::Matrix<float, 3, 4> affine_camera_matrix,
int viewport_width, int viewport_height, Eigen::VectorXf& NewRL, Eigen::VectorXf&
NewGL, Eigen::VectorXf NewBL, bool do_backface_culling = true)
{
assert(mesh.vertices.size() == mesh.colors.size() ||
mesh.colors.empty()); // The number of vertices has to be equal for both
shape and colour, or,
using namespace Eigen;
using eos::core::Image1d;
using eos::core::Image;
using eos::core::Image4u;
using std::vector;
MatrixXf SHR(viewport_height*viewport_width, 9);
MatrixXf SHG(viewport_height*viewport_width, 9);
MatrixXf SHB(viewport_height*viewport_width, 9);
MatrixXf SH(viewport_height*viewport_width, 9);
VectorXf IR(viewport_height*viewport_width);
VectorXf IG(viewport_height*viewport_width);
VectorXf IB(viewport_height*viewport_width);
Image4u relightbuffer(viewport_height, viewport_width);
SHR.setZero();
SHG.setZero();
SHB.setZero();
IR.setZero();
IB.setZero();
IG.setZero();
SH.setZero();

Image<std::array<double, 4>, 4> colourbuffer(
viewport_height,
viewport_width);
Image1d depthbuffer(viewport_height, viewport_width);
std::for_each(std::begin(depthbuffer.data), std::end(depthbuffer.data),
[](auto& element) { element = std::numeric_limits<double>::max();
});
Image1d xbuffer(viewport_height, viewport_width);
std::for_each(std::begin(xbuffer.data), std::end(xbuffer.data),
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[](auto& element) { element = std::numeric_limits<double>::max();
});
Image1d ybuffer(viewport_height, viewport_width);
std::for_each(std::begin(ybuffer.data), std::end(ybuffer.data),
[](auto& element) { element = std::numeric_limits<double>::max();
});
Image1d fbuffer(viewport_height, viewport_width);
std::for_each(std::begin(fbuffer.data), std::end(fbuffer.data),
[](auto& element) { element = -1; });

const Eigen::Matrix<float, 4, 4> affine_with_z =
detail::calculate_affine_z_direction(affine_camera_matrix);

vector<detail::Vertex<float>> projected_vertices;
projected_vertices.reserve(mesh.vertices.size());
for (int i = 0; i < mesh.vertices.size(); ++i)
{
const Eigen::Vector4f vertex_screen_coords =
affine_with_z *
Eigen::Vector4f(mesh.vertices[i][0], mesh.vertices[i][1],
mesh.vertices[i][2], 1.0f);
const glm::tvec4<float> vertex_screen_coords_glm(vertex_screen_coords(0),
vertex_screen_coords(1),
vertex_screen_coords(2),
vertex_screen_coords(3));
glm::tvec3<float> vertex_colour;
vertex_colour = glm::tvec3<float>(0, 0, 0);
projected_vertices.push_back(
detail::Vertex<float>{vertex_screen_coords_glm, vertex_colour,
glm::tvec2<float>(mesh.texcoords[i][0],
mesh.texcoords[i][1])});
}
// All vertices are screen-coordinates now
vector<detail::TriangleToRasterize> triangles_to_raster;
for (const auto& tri_indices : mesh.tvi)
{
if (do_backface_culling)
{
if (!detail::are_vertices_ccw_in_screen_space(
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position)))
continue; // don't render this triangle
}
const glm::tvec3<float> v1 =
glm::tvec3<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position);
const glm::tvec3<float> v2 =
glm::tvec3<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position);
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const glm::tvec3<float> v3 =
glm::tvec3<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position);
const glm::tvec3<float> e1 = glm::normalize(v2 - v1);
const glm::tvec3<float> e2 = glm::normalize(v3 - v1);
const glm::tvec3<float> e3 = glm::normalize(v2 - v3);
const float angle1 = glm::acos(e1[0]*e2[0]+e1[1]*e2[1]+e1[2]*e2[2]);
const float angle2 = glm::acos(e1[0]*e3[0]+e1[1]*e3[1]+e1[2]*e3[2]);
const float angle3 = PI - angle1 - angle2;

const Vector4f v0_as_Vector4f(projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position[0],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position[1],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position[2],
1.0f);
const Vector4f v1_as_Vector4f(projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position[0],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position[1],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position[2],
1.0f);
const Vector4f v2_as_Vector4f(projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position[0],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position[1],
projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position[2],
1.0f);
const Vector3f face_normal =
compute_face_normal(v0_as_Vector4f, v1_as_Vector4f,
v2_as_Vector4f);
projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].color =
projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].color + glm::tvec3<float>(face_normal[0]*angle1,
face_normal[1]*angle1, face_normal[2]*angle1);
projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].color =
projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].color + glm::tvec3<float>(face_normal[0]*angle2,
face_normal[1]*angle2, face_normal[2]*angle2);
projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].color =
projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].color + glm::tvec3<float>(face_normal[0]*angle3,
face_normal[1]*angle3, face_normal[2]*angle3);

}
for (const auto& tri_indices : mesh.tvi)
{
if (do_backface_culling)
{
if (!detail::are_vertices_ccw_in_screen_space(
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position)))
continue; // don't render this triangle
}
// Get the bounding box of the triangle:
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// take care: What do we do if all 3 vertices are not visible. Seems to work
on a test case.
const Rect<int> bounding_box = detail::calculate_clipped_bounding_box(
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]].position),
glm::tvec2<float>(projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]].position),
viewport_width, viewport_height);
const auto min_x = bounding_box.x;
const auto max_x = bounding_box.x + bounding_box.width;
const auto min_y = bounding_box.y;
const auto max_y = bounding_box.y + bounding_box.height;
if (max_x <= min_x || max_y <= min_y) // Note: Can the width/height of the
bbox be negative? Maybe we only need to check for equality here?
continue;
detail::TriangleToRasterize t;
t.min_x = min_x;
t.max_x = max_x;
t.min_y = min_y;
t.max_y = max_y;
t.v0 = projected_vertices[tri_indices[0]];
t.v1 = projected_vertices[tri_indices[1]];
t.v2 = projected_vertices[tri_indices[2]];
t.vm0 = mesh.vertices[tri_indices[0]];
t.vm1 = mesh.vertices[tri_indices[1]];
t.vm2 = mesh.vertices[tri_indices[2]];
t.vi0 = tri_indices[0];
t.vi1 = tri_indices[1];
t.vi2 = tri_indices[2];
triangles_to_raster.push_back(t);
}
std::vector<double> max(3);
//max.reserve(3);
std::vector<double> min(3);
//min.reserve(3);
//std::map<int> tri_set;

for (int i =0; i<3; i++)
{
//std::cout<<"max:"<<max[i]<<std::endl;
//std::cout<<"min:"<<min[i]<<std::endl;
min[i] = std::numeric_limits<double>::max();
}
// Raster all triangles, i.e. colour the pixel values and write the z-buffer
//for (auto&& triangle : triangles_to_raster)
for (int i=0; i < triangles_to_raster.size(); i++)
{
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//detail::raster_triangle_normal_affine(triangle, colourbuffer, depthbuffer,
xbuffer, ybuffer, fbuffer, wbuffer1, wbuffer2, wbuffer3);
detail::raster_triangle_normal_affine(triangles_to_raster[i], colourbuffer,
depthbuffer, xbuffer, ybuffer, fbuffer, i, max, min);
}
for (int i =0; i<3; i++)
{
std::cout<<"max:"<<max[i]<<std::endl;
std::cout<<"min:"<<min[i]<<std::endl;
}
for (int i =0; i<viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(xbuffer(i,j) == std::numeric_limits<double>::max())
xbuffer(i,j) = 0;
else{
xbuffer(i,j) = xbuffer(i,j) - min[0];
xbuffer(i,j) = xbuffer(i,j)/max[0];
//xbuffer(i,j) = xbuffer(i,j)*255;
}
if(ybuffer(i,j) ==
ybuffer(i,j) =
else{
ybuffer(i,j) =
ybuffer(i,j) =
//ybuffer(i,j)
}

std::numeric_limits<double>::max())
0;
ybuffer(i,j) - min[1];
ybuffer(i,j)/max[1];
= ybuffer(i,j)*255;

if(depthbuffer(i,j) ==
depthbuffer(i,j) =
else{
depthbuffer(i,j) =
depthbuffer(i,j) =
depthbuffer(i,j) =
}

std::numeric_limits<double>::max())
0;
depthbuffer(i,j) - min[2];
depthbuffer(i,j)/max[2];
depthbuffer(i,j)*255;

}
}
double R_total = 0;
double G_total = 0;
double B_total = 0;
int count = 0;
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
R_total += Intensity(i, j)[0];
G_total += Intensity(i, j)[1];
B_total += Intensity(i, j)[2];
count ++;
IR(i*viewport_width+j) = Intensity(i, j)[0]/255.0f;
IG(i*viewport_width+j) = Intensity(i, j)[1]/255.0f;
IB(i*viewport_width+j) = Intensity(i, j)[2]/255.0f;
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}
}
}
//estimate albedo RGB by taking mean of Intensity
double R_albedo = R_total/count/255.0f;
double G_albedo = G_total/count/255.0f;
double B_albedo = B_total/count/255.0f;
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
int k = fbuffer(i, j);
float nx = colourbuffer(i,j)[0], ny = colourbuffer(i,j)[1], nz =
colourbuffer(i,j)[2];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 0) = 0.282094792 * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 1) = 1.02332671 * nz * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 2) = 1.02332671 * ny * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 3) = 1.02332671 * nx * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 4) = 0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *
R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 5) = 0.858085531 * (ny * nz) * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 6) = 0.858085531 * (nx * nz) * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 7) = 0.858085531 * (nx * ny) * R_albedo;
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 8) = 0.429042765 * (nx*nx - ny*ny) *
R_albedo;
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

0.282094792 * G_albedo;
1.02332671 * nz * G_albedo;
1.02332671 * ny * G_albedo;
1.02332671 * nx * G_albedo;
0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *

SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),

5)
6)
7)
8)

=
=
=
=

0.858085531
0.858085531
0.858085531
0.429042765

SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

0.282094792 * B_albedo;
1.02332671 * nz * B_albedo;
1.02332671 * ny * B_albedo;
1.02332671 * nx * B_albedo;
0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *

SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),

5)
6)
7)
8)

=
=
=
=

0.858085531
0.858085531
0.858085531
0.429042765

G_albedo;
*
*
*
*

(ny * nz) * G_albedo;
(nx * nz) * G_albedo;
(nx * ny) * G_albedo;
(nx*nx - ny*ny) *

G_albedo;

B_albedo;
*
*
*
*

(ny * nz) * B_albedo;
(nx * nz) * B_albedo;
(nx * ny) * B_albedo;
(nx*nx - ny*ny) *

B_albedo;
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

0.282094792;
1.02332671 * nz;
1.02332671 * ny;
1.02332671 * nx;
0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1);
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SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),
SH((i*viewport_width+j),

5)
6)
7)
8)

=
=
=
=

0.858085531
0.858085531
0.858085531
0.429042765

*
*
*
*

(ny * nz);
(nx * nz);
(nx * ny);
(nx*nx - ny*ny);

}
}
}
Image<std::array<double, 4>, 4> albedo1(viewport_height, viewport_width);
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
albedo1(i,j)[0] = R_albedo;
albedo1(i,j)[1] = G_albedo;
albedo1(i,j)[2] = B_albedo;
albedo1(i,j)[3] = 255;
}
}
}
Image4u albedo(viewport_height, viewport_width);
Image1d albedoG(viewport_height, viewport_width);
Image1d relightOutB(viewport_height, viewport_width);
VectorXf RL = SHR.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IR);
VectorXf GL = SHG.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IG);
VectorXf BL = SHB.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IB);

VectorXf RHL = SH * RL;
VectorXf GHL = SH * GL;
VectorXf BHL = SH * BL;
double c1 = 0.75;
double c2 = 0.75;
for (int k = 0; k < 2; k++){
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
double a0 = std::max(std::min(IR(i*viewport_width+j) /
RHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
double alpha = 1 - (a0 - c1)/(1 - c1);
if(a0 > c1){
albedo1(i,j)[0] = (alpha*a0 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[0]);
}
else{
albedo1(i,j)[0] = a0;
}
double a1 = std::max(std::min(IG(i*viewport_width+j) /
GHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
alpha = 1 - (a1 - c1)/(1 - c1);
if(a1 > c1){
albedo1(i,j)[1] = (alpha*a1 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[1]);
}
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else{
albedo1(i,j)[1] = a1;
}
double a2 = std::max(std::min(IB(i*viewport_width+j) /
BHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
alpha = 1 - (a2 - c1)/(1 - c1);
if(a2 > c1){
albedo1(i,j)[2] = (alpha*a2 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[2]);
}
else{
albedo1(i,j)[2] = a2;
}
albedoG(i,j) = IB(i*viewport_width+j) / BHL(i*viewport_width+j) *
255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[3] = 255;
}
}
}
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
int k = fbuffer(i, j);
float nx = colourbuffer(i,j)[0], ny = colourbuffer(i,j)[1], nz =
colourbuffer(i,j)[2];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 0) = 0.282094792 * albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 1) = 1.02332671 * nz * albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 2) = 1.02332671 * ny * albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 3) = 1.02332671 * nx * albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 4) = 0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *
albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 5) = 0.858085531 * (ny * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 6) = 0.858085531 * (nx * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 7) = 0.858085531 * (nx * ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHR((i*viewport_width+j), 8) = 0.429042765 * (nx*nx - ny*ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[0];
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),
SHG((i*viewport_width+j),

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

0.282094792 * albedo1(i,j)[1];
1.02332671 * nz * albedo1(i,j)[1];
1.02332671 * ny * albedo1(i,j)[1];
1.02332671 * nx * albedo1(i,j)[1];
0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *

albedo1(i,j)[1];
SHG((i*viewport_width+j), 5) = 0.858085531 * (ny * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[1];
SHG((i*viewport_width+j), 6) = 0.858085531 * (nx * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[1];
SHG((i*viewport_width+j), 7) = 0.858085531 * (nx * ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[1];
SHG((i*viewport_width+j), 8) = 0.429042765 * (nx*nx - ny*ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[1];
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SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),
SHB((i*viewport_width+j),

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

0.282094792 * albedo1(i,j)[2];
1.02332671 * nz * albedo1(i,j)[2];
1.02332671 * ny * albedo1(i,j)[2];
1.02332671 * nx * albedo1(i,j)[2];
0.247707956 * (3*nz*nz - 1) *

albedo1(i,j)[2];
SHB((i*viewport_width+j), 5) = 0.858085531 * (ny * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[2];
SHB((i*viewport_width+j), 6) = 0.858085531 * (nx * nz) *
albedo1(i,j)[2];
SHB((i*viewport_width+j), 7) = 0.858085531 * (nx * ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[2];
SHB((i*viewport_width+j), 8) = 0.429042765 * (nx*nx - ny*ny) *
albedo1(i,j)[2];
}
}
}
RL = SHR.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IR);
GL = SHG.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IG);
BL = SHB.colPivHouseholderQr().solve(IB);
RHL = SH * RL;
GHL = SH * GL;
BHL = SH * BL;
}
for(int i = 0; i<9; i++){
std::cout<<RL(i)<<" ";
}
std::cout<<std::endl;
for(int i = 0; i<9; i++){
std::cout<<GL(i)<<" ";
}
std::cout<<std::endl;
for(int i = 0; i<9; i++){
std::cout<<BL(i)<<" ";
}
std::cout<<std::endl;
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
//std::cout<<(IR(i*viewport_width+j) / RHL(i*viewport_width+j) rMin)/rMax<<std::endl;
double a0 = std::max(std::min(IR(i*viewport_width+j) /
RHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
double alpha = 1 - (a0 - c2)/(1 - c2);
if(a0 > c2){
albedo(i,j)[0] = (alpha*a0 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[0]) * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[0] = (alpha*a0 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[0]);
}
else{
albedo(i,j)[0] = a0 * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[0] = a0;
}
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double a1 = std::max(std::min(IG(i*viewport_width+j) /
GHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
alpha = 1 - (a1 - c2)/(1 - c2);
if(a1 > c2){
albedo(i,j)[1] = (alpha*a1 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[1]) * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[1] = (alpha*a1 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[1]);
}
else{
albedo(i,j)[1] = a1 * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[1] = a1;
}
double a2 = std::max(std::min(IB(i*viewport_width+j) /
BHL(i*viewport_width+j), 1.0f), 0.0f);
alpha = 1 - (a2 - c2)/(1 - c2);
if(a2 > c2){
albedo(i,j)[2] = (alpha*a2 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[2]) * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[2] = (alpha*a2 + (1-alpha)*albedo1(i,j)[2]);
}
else{
albedo(i,j)[2] = a2 * 255.0f;
albedo1(i,j)[2] = a2;
}
albedoG(i,j) = albedo(i,j)[1];
albedo(i,j)[3] = 255;
}
else{
albedo(i,j)[0] = 255;
albedo(i,j)[1] = 255;
albedo(i,j)[2] = 255;
}
}
}

VectorXf relightR = SH * NewRL;
VectorXf relightG = SH * NewGL;
VectorXf relightB = SH * NewBL;
for (int i=0; i < viewport_height; i++){
for(int j=0; j<viewport_width; j++){
if(fbuffer(i, j) != -1){
relightbuffer(i,j)[0] = std::min((float)(relightR(i*viewport_width+j)
* albedo1(i,j)[0]), 1.0f) * 255.0f;
relightbuffer(i,j)[1] = std::min((float)(relightG(i*viewport_width+j)
* albedo1(i,j)[1]), 1.0f) * 255.0f;
relightbuffer(i,j)[2] = std::min((float)(relightB(i*viewport_width+j)
* albedo1(i,j)[2]), 1.0f) * 255.0f;
relightOutB(i,j) = relightbuffer(i,j)[1];
relightbuffer(i,j)[3] = 255;
}
else{
relightbuffer(i,j)[0] = 255;
relightbuffer(i,j)[1] = 255;
relightbuffer(i,j)[2] = 255;
relightbuffer(i,j)[3] = 255;
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}
}
}
return std::make_pair(relightbuffer, albedo);
};

A.2 Render Raster Triangle Normal Affine Function:
using Eigen::Vector2f;
using Eigen::Vector3f;
using Eigen::Vector4f;
inline void raster_triangle_normal_affine(TriangleToRasterize triangle,
core::Image<std::array<double, 4>, 4>& colourbuffer,
core::Image1d& depthbuffer, core::Image1d&
xbuffer, core::Image1d& ybuffer,
core::Image1d& fbuffer, int i,
std::vector<double>& max, std::vector<double>&
min)
{
//std::bool flag = false;
for (int yi = triangle.min_y; yi <= triangle.max_y; ++yi)
{
for (int xi = triangle.min_x; xi <= triangle.max_x; ++xi)
{
// we want centers of pixels to be used in computations. Todo: Do we?
const float x = static_cast<float>(xi) + 0.5f;
const float y = static_cast<float>(yi) + 0.5f;
// these will be used for barycentric weights computation
const double one_over_v0ToLine12 =
1.0 / implicit_line(triangle.v0.position[0], triangle.v0.position[1],
triangle.v1.position,
triangle.v2.position);
const double one_over_v1ToLine20 =
1.0 / implicit_line(triangle.v1.position[0], triangle.v1.position[1],
triangle.v2.position,
triangle.v0.position);
const double one_over_v2ToLine01 =
1.0 / implicit_line(triangle.v2.position[0], triangle.v2.position[1],
triangle.v0.position,
triangle.v1.position);
// affine barycentric weights
const double alpha =
implicit_line(x, y, triangle.v1.position, triangle.v2.position) *
one_over_v0ToLine12;
const double beta =
implicit_line(x, y, triangle.v2.position, triangle.v0.position) *
one_over_v1ToLine20;
const double gamma =
implicit_line(x, y, triangle.v0.position, triangle.v1.position) *
one_over_v2ToLine01;
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// if pixel (x, y) is inside the triangle or on one of its edges
if (alpha >= 0 && beta >= 0 && gamma >= 0 && alpha+beta <= 1)
{
const int pixel_index_row = yi;
const int pixel_index_col = xi;
//std::cout<<alpha<<std::endl;
//std::cout<<beta<<std::endl;
//std::cout<<gamma<<std::endl;
const double z_affine = alpha *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v0.position[2]) +
beta *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v1.position[2]) +
gamma *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v2.position[2]);
const double x_affine = alpha *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v0.position[0]) +
beta *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v1.position[0]) +
gamma *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v2.position[0]);
const double y_affine = alpha *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v0.position[1]) +
beta *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v1.position[1]) +
gamma *
static_cast<double>(triangle.v2.position[1]);
if (z_affine < depthbuffer(pixel_index_row, pixel_index_col))
{
// attributes interpolation
// pixel_color is in RGB, v.color are RGB
glm::tvec3<float> pixel_color = static_cast<float>(alpha) *
glm::normalize(triangle.v0.color) +
static_cast<float>(beta) *
glm::normalize(triangle.v1.color) +
static_cast<float>(gamma) *
glm::normalize(triangle.v2.color);

const double red =
static_cast<double>((std::max(std::min(pixel_color[0], 1.0f),
-1.0f) + 1)/2); // Todo: Proper casting (rounding?)
const double green =
static_cast<double>((std::max(std::min(pixel_color[1], 1.0f),
-1.0f) + 1)/2);
const double blue =
static_cast<double>(std::min(std::abs(pixel_color[2]),
1.0f));
// update buffers
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colourbuffer(pixel_index_row,
colourbuffer(pixel_index_row,
colourbuffer(pixel_index_row,
colourbuffer(pixel_index_row,

pixel_index_col)[0]
pixel_index_col)[1]
pixel_index_col)[2]
pixel_index_col)[3]

=
=
=
=

blue;
green;
red;
255; // alpha

channel
depthbuffer(pixel_index_row, pixel_index_col) = z_affine;
xbuffer(pixel_index_row, pixel_index_col) = x_affine;
ybuffer(pixel_index_row, pixel_index_col) = y_affine;
fbuffer(pixel_index_row, pixel_index_col) = i;
if(x_affine > max[0]){
max[0] = x_affine;
}
if(y_affine > max[1]){
max[1] = y_affine;
}
if(z_affine > max[2]){
max[2] = z_affine;
}
if(x_affine < min[0]){
min[0] = x_affine;
}
if(y_affine < min[1]){
min[1] = y_affine;
}
if(z_affine < min[2]){
min[2] = z_affine;
}
}
}
}
}
};
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